June 14, 2018

Our community Prepare for the 2018 Nats

The 2018 Outdoor National Aeromodeling Championships begin June 22, and you can still register! Click here to complete your registration today!

Plus, read more to relive the excitement from the 2017 Nats!

How-to

Choosing the Right Airplane and Setup

This article condenses flight dynamics into simple rules of thumb that an average pilot can easily understand and use to make better airplane choices. Read more to learn how to predict the flying qualities of different airplane types!

Technical

Make Your Motor Last

Watch now to learn about electric power systems and choosing the right electric motor for your model!

New products

STRIX Nano Goblin

The Nano Goblin is an FPV plank-style wing designed for incredible efficiency without sacrificing speed and performance. Read more to learn about this great entry-level wing design!

For members

AMA and Industry Partners Launch sUAS Educational Campaign

The AMA and several industry partners have launched a new initiative to educate the public about the existing drone laws that pilots must follow and the consequences if they ignore or break the laws. The new advertising campaign—Even the Sky Has Limits: Learn the Drone Laws—is targeted at consumers who have recently purchased, or have an interest in, drones.
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